
Mosaic Digital Production Limited 
 

 
We are hiring 
 

1. Web/ Mobile Developer 
2. AR/ VR Specialist  
3. UI/ UX Designer  

 

 
Job Highlights 
 
Friendly team culture  
5-day work 
On job training provided 
Work in 7-10 people company 

 
 
Job Description 
 
We are looking for experienced talents to develop 3D/multimedia/mobile/web/VR/AR 
software, apps, contents and campaign for our projects. We are continually building 
innovative new technologies like VR/AR and deploying interactive solutions for our 
customers.  
 
You will work closely with the system delivery team assisting in mobile web/apps design and 
development across multiple platforms for examples Windows, Android, iOS and mobile 
web. You will also collaborate with cross-functional teams throughout the design process to 
provide creative ideas and inspiration in UI/UX design and participate to develop simple, 
easy-to-use, and intuitive mobile apps/web.  
 
Our team members are dedicated designers, developers and deliverers of specialized 
training, simulation, graphics, and 3D modeling. Our goal is to introduce and transition our 
diverse customer base to the next generation through the adaptation of our innovative 
products. Commitment to the production of sophisticated designs and high-quality products 
are essential to successful employment. If you are looking for a new challenge, kindly send 
your CV to Ching at info@mosaicdigi.com. We welcome you to apply! 
 
 
Requirement 

× Up-to-date with the latest trends and technologies, familiar with IT devices set up 
and fast learner with a passion in programme development.  

× Passion for developing professional game features to meet customer and industry 
needs Proficient in both spoken and written Chinese and English.  

× Have good interpersonal and communication skills, innovative, self-initiating, eager 
to learn, hardworking, able to work under pressure and work independently. 

× Strong sense of responsibility in your work, self-motivated, attentive to detail, 
creative & well organized as a team player.  

× Ability to multi-task, work independently and meet demanding timelines. 
× Able to take initiative and pay close attention to detail.  
× Fresh graduates are welcome. 
× Immediate availability is preferred. 
× Professional portfolio is required for internal review.  

  



Mosaic Digital Production Limited 
 

UI/ UX Designer  
 
 

The Job 

× Create user interface and user experience sketches, prototype, concept models and 
detail schematics and wireframe for desktop and mobile  
 

× Create flow diagrams/charts, storyboard and design mock-up  
 

× Design user interface to ensure ease of use of applications  
 

× Perform user testing and other activities to gain customer behavior and feedbacks 
from end users  
 

× Translate concepts into wireframes and mockups that lead to intuitive user 
experiences. 
 

× Facilitate internal and external clients’ product visions by researching, conceiving, 
wireframing, sketching, prototyping, and mocking up user experiences for digital 
products.  
 

× Design and deliver wireframes, user stories, user journeys, mockups optimized for a 
wide range of devices and interfaces, information architecture schematics and UI 
functional specification.  
 

× Identify design problems and develop the most efficient solutions with clear 
understanding of business goals and user behavior.  
 

× Collaborate with other team members and stakeholders, including product 
managers, project managers, application developers, quality assurance team, etc.  

 

The Person 

× Diploma or above in interactive design, multimedia, web design or any related 
disciplines  

× Proficient in Adobe XD, Sketch, Wire Framing tools (OmniGraffle) or equivalent  
× Passion for user experience through clean interaction and visual design  
× Higher Diploma or above in Graphic Design, Multimedia Design or related discipline 
× Knowledge of HTML5 and CSS3 is a plus. 




